Great law students
start here.

Bite-sized videos and interactive practice that help
students learn core writing and research skills.

The Legal Writing Course

Level up your student’s legal writing.
ELEVATED STYLE

MECHANICS AND GRAMMAR

Help your students write with
plain language.

Help students develop basic
mechanics and grammar.

TELL STORIES

WALKTHROUGHS

Give students fun practice for
their fact sections.

Immersive writing walkthroughs
help students see the forest.

BETTER RULES

CHEAT SHEETS

Students can practice key
analysis topics like rule sections.

Keep skills sharp with dozens of
downloadable cheat sheets

The Legal Research Course

Level up your student’s legal research.
RESEARCH BASICS

CITATIONS

Dive into the fundamentals of
legal research.

Extensive, interactive training
on legal citations.

COURT FOUNDATIONS

SEARCH TECHNIQUES

Students learn all the basics of
the U.S. court system.

Students hone their search and
other research skills.

CASE LIFECYCLE

AND MORE!

Explore all the stages of a
lawsuit in the United

Students can also get training on
key tools like Microsoft Word.

How to Use Write.law

FLIP YOUR CLASSROOM

Link students to specific lessons to offer them engaging homework
they will love. Link lessons to support your individual feedback. Or link
any lesson on your school's LMS (like Canvas). Simply copy and paste
the web address of any lesson and students are sent exactly where
you want them.

ENGAGE DURING CLASS

Break up your live classes by playing short, targeted explainer videos
for your students. Or use the writing and research activities to support
live class time or for group exercises. Engage students and keep your
classes fresh without any of the work.

STANDALONE SUPPLEMENTS

Assign chapters or entire courses as standalone learning resources.
Have students complete the citation chapter, or legal grammar, or the
entire writing or research course. Students can also receive a
certificate for completing a course that they can turn in to you.

Features
ENGAGING ANIMATED VIDEOS

LAW PROFESSOR FOCUSED

Focus on actionable techniques
without the fluff. Our bite-sized
micro lessons dish up only what
you need to improve your legal
writing and research skills.

Each course is packed with topics
requested by law professors like
you, including writing mechanics,
analysis, and research.

INTERACTIVE PRACTICE

EASY SUPPORT FOR YOUR CLASSES

Interactive simulations empower
students to learn by doing. Dig
into skills and practice the
techniques used by successful
legal professionals.

Link to any lesson or topic from
your syllabus or LMS. Or send
students to lessons in feedback
Engage students in class with
short videos or exercises.

IMMERSIVE SIMULATIONS

BUNDLE WITH ANY ASPEN TITLE

Our immersive simulations let
students explore real legal
documents with useful practice
tips—all at their own pace.

Bundle either the writing course,
the resource course, or both, with
any Aspen title and your students
will have access to everything.

CHEAT SHEETS & GUIDES

ASSESMENT & CERTIFICATES

Students can access dozens of
downloadable guides and
cheat sheets packed with
amazing writing and research
tips.

Keep tabs on student progress
with included assessments that
unlock a Certificate of
Completion.

